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Abstract. The increasing number of sensor-embedded mobile devices
has motivated the research of mobile Sensing as a Service in which mo-
bile devices can host Web servers to serve sensory data to the Internet of
Things systems, urban crowd sensing systems and big data acquisition
systems. Further, the improved processing power of modern mobile de-
vices indicates the mobile devices are not only capable of serving sensory
data but also capable of providing Context as a Service (CaaS) based
on requesters’ own interpretation algorithms. In order to demonstrate
mobile CaaS, this paper proposes a service-oriented mobile Indie Fog
server architecture, which enables dynamic algorithm execution and also
supports distributed CaaS processing among mobile devices. Moreover,
in order to optimise the process distribution, the proposed framework
also encompasses a resource-aware process assignment scheme known
as MIRA. Finally, the authors have implemented and evaluated the pro-
posed framework on a number of real devices. Accordingly, the evaluation
results show that the MIRA scheme can improve the process assignment
in the collaborative mobile CaaS environment.

1 Introduction

Ericsson Research [3] forecasts the global mobile Internet subscription will reach
9.2 billion in the year 2020 in which 6.1 billion subscription derives from smart-
phones. Explicitly, this phenomenon has motivated the research in utilising
smartphones, tablets and phablets (i.e. large size smartphones), which consist of
various embedded sensors, as a part of Internet of Things (IoT) [5] to support
crowd sensing [21], urban sensing [2] and big data acquisition [8]. Further,
as the computational power of mobile devices continues evolved, they are now
capable of providing mobile Context- [4] as a Service (CaaS) [20].

Different to Sensing as a Service (S2aaS) [17], which provides raw sensory
data from the mobile device-hosted Web servers [7], CaaS-based mobile servers
are capable of extracting meaningful information from the batch of raw sensory
data that is of interest to the requester. For example, a CaaS-based mobile server
can inform the remote urban big data server that currently the X-district of the
Y-city is crowdy based on the interpretation of the raw sensory data collected
by the mobile server.



Although a mobile server can provide mobile CaaS (mCaaS) by simply asso-
ciating context reasoning mechanisms with the sensory data it collects, consider
that context can be subjective [14], different individuals have their own inter-
pretation of the context from the same data. Hence, the pre-defined context
reasoning methods on mobile servers will face difficulty to fulfil the requesters’
needs. Alternatively, the mobile server can allow the requesters submit their own
context reasoning algorithm and use the requesters’ algorithm to interpret the
sensory data for the requesters. In order to achieve this mechanism, a promising
solution is to apply Indie Fog [6] model.

An Indie Fog-enabled mobile server, which is called mobile Indie Fog (MIF)
server, provides a process execution engine that allows the mobile server dy-
namically execute CaaS requesters’ context reasoning algorithms. Further, MIF
servers can establish distributed computing environment among themselves when
they encounter each other opportunistically. Specifically, we term such a dis-
tributed computing environment—mobile fog computing (MFC). In particular,
MFC allows the participated mobile servers to share their computational and
networking resources for certain tasks collaboratively, which reduces the resource
usage of single nodes and ideally can improve the overall processing speed. Below,
we use an example to express the MFC for CaaS.

In Fig. 1, the MIF server that provides CaaS (CaaSMIF) has registered to
Indie Fog registry with its Service Description Metadata (SDM).

Fig. 1: Overview of mobile Indie Fog for provid-
ing context as a service and distributed context
interpretation processing.

An IoT-based big data
server intends to orchestrate
a large number of mobile
S2aaS servers in an urban
area in order to produce real-
time spatiotemporal informa-
tion. Consider that retriev-
ing and processing raw sen-
sory data from all the mo-
bile servers will cause bot-
tleneck issue and also can
be costly for mobile servers’
Internet bandwidth, the big
data server decided to request
MIF servers, which can pre-
process the raw sensory data
for the big data server before
they reply the requests. As the figure shows, the big data server discovered the
CaaSMIF and then sent a CaaS request package to the CaaSMIF. Afterwards,
the CaaSMIF deploys the algorithm and starts the context reasoning processes.

While the CaaSMIF is performing the context reasoning, due to the size of
the involved data and the complexity of the algorithm, the CaaSMIF has reached
its resource allowance threshold. Hence, it seeks the help of proximal stationary
and mobile Indie Fog servers by distributing processes to them. Consider that



the CaaSMIF is a moving object, it may not stay connected with the other Indie
Fog server. Therefore, the distributed process package should contain all the
involved files such as the algorithm, the dependencies of the algorithm method
and also a portion of sensory data.

In case that the CaaSMIF is unable to complete all the context reasoning
processing and is unable to maintain the communication channel with the re-
quester, it can migrate all the remaining works to the other Indie Fog servers
by specifying its request as process migration. In particular, a process migration
request specifies the process handler should route the final result to a specific
node, which in this example is the big data server.

Above overview briefly summarises the mechanisms provided by Indie Fog
for mCaaS. However, it also raises a question:

How does the CaaSMIF partition the workload of the context reasoning processes
in MFC environment while all the participants are heterogeneous?

In order to support the adaptive process distribution in MFC environment,
we propose Mobile Indie fog Resource-aware process Assignment (MIRA)
scheme. Further, in order to validate MIRA scheme in MFC environment, we
developed a service-oriented mobile Indie Fog server architecture.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed system
architecture and the main components of the MIF server. Section 3 describes the
proposed MIRA scheme. Section 4 provides the prototype implementation details
and the evaluation results. Section 5 reviews and compares the related works
with the proposed framework. This paper is concluded in Section 6 together
with future research directions.

2 System Design

This section firstly describes the proposed service-oriented mobile Indie Fog
server architecture for CaaS. Afterwards, we explain how the server handles
CaaS request, how it performs distributed processes with the other MIF servers
in proximity and how it migrates its processes to the other MIF servers.

2.1 System Architecture

Fig. 2 illustrates the proposed server architecture, which consists of the following
main components.
Controller—is the core of the MIF server that is responsible for three primary
tasks:

– Request routing. When a component needs to access the data or the function
of another component, the request needs to route through the Controller for
security and privacy control.

– SDM Management. The Controller needs to maintain an up-to-date Service
Description Metadata (SDM) of the MIF server. Specifically, the SDM should
describe the following information.



Fig. 2: Architecture of mobile Indie Fog server for CaaS.

• Hardware specification (e.g. device model ID, CPU name and architec-
ture, RAM model etc.), performance (e.g. processing compute-score, SD-
Card read/write speed, Wi-Fi signal strength etc.) and current usage of
resources such as CPU load, RAM usage, network throughput etc.

• Currently supported services, such as sensory services for environmental
pictures, data brokering service (i.e. deliver the data to a specific net-
worked server) or the context interpretation service, which interprets the
raw sensory data using the methods from the requesters. Further, if the
server currently supports CaaS, then the SDM should also contain the
information regarding the Runtime Engine specification and states.

• Supported process runtime environments. This information lets MIF
clients understand what types of code or script the server is capable of
executing. Based on this information, the MIF client can prepare their
algorithm in the corresponding program code or script.

As suggested by the Indie Fog architecture [6], SDM is expected to be written
in OData (www.odata.org/) format.

– Security and Privacy Management is a component that handles the security
and privacy settings. In general, the owner of MIF server can manually con-
figure the available services such as which S2aaS are available, what type
of secure program deployment protocol is available (e.g. public key based
SSH). Since this is more practical-related, we consider it as a future work.

Indie Fog Agent—is a core component derived from the Indie Fog architecture
[6], which registers the Mobile Indie Fog (MIF) server to the global registry and
it enables the communication between the MIF server and Indie Fog clients.

Service Interfaces (HTTP RESTful Service Interface, Publish-Subscribe Ser-
vice Interface and CoAP Service Interface etc.) are the protocols to enable dif-

www.odata.org/


ferent types of service provision by the MIF server. In general, RESTful is the
basic protocol for providing S2aaS and CaaS based on HTTP request/response.
Proximal Indie Fog Adaptor—is a component that allows the MIF server to
communicate with proximal Indie Fog servers. In general, we expect the envi-
ronment consists of various mobile and stationary Indie Fog providers.
S2aaS Manager—is a local service that has two main mechanisms: (1) Sensory
Data Management, which allows other components to request S2aaS Manager for
the sensory data that has been collected previously; (2) Sensing mechanism al-
lows other components to request S2aaS Manager to perform on-demand sensory
data acquisition using the device’s internal sensors via the underline OS-provided
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs).
CaaS Manager—is a local service that handles CaaS requests. Specifically,
it has two main mechanisms—Work Management and Distributed Computing
and Migration. The details of how CaaS Manager handles its request will be
described in the next section.
Workspace Manager—is the component that handles program deployment
on Process Runtime Engine. In particular, different to the regular stationary
Indie Fog servers that do not have much constraint, MIF servers’ operation
environments are highly dynamic and constraint due to the limitation of avail-
able resources (i.e. available processing power and battery life). Therefore, MIF
servers may not host the general Virtual Machine or Containers Engine for exe-
cuting the requesters’ program. However, MIF servers can still provide isolated
runtime environments that allow dynamic code execution. For example, an An-
droid OS device can utilise Termux (termux.com) to build a Process Runtime
Engine that can configure multiple runtime environments (application instances)
which supports different programming languages (NodeJS, Python, Perl, Ruby
etc.) for each program execution. Certainly, the supported runtime environments
depend on the pre-installed libraries by the MIF server and the corresponding
information should be included in SDM. The example shown on Fig. 2 illustrates
that the Process Runtime Engine is currently operating N number of isolated
runtime environments for N number of different requesters.

Due to the privacy concern, the other components of MIF server do not have
permission to access the data of Process Instances in the runtime environments.
Further, the Workspace Manager will remove a Process Instance entirely (in-
cluding the data and repository) when the process is completed, which indicates
that if a MIF client intends to perform a process repeatedly, the client needs to
configure it from the program code. Otherwise, the MIF client has to upload the
request package to the MIF server again.

2.2 CaaS Request Handling

Here, we provide the details of how CaaS Manager handles its requests. Specifi-
cally, we use Business Process Modelling Notations to express the workflows.

Fig. 3a illustrates the process deployment workflow. When CaaS Manager
receives a request package, it first requests the corresponding raw sensory data
from S2aaS Manager. Second, it prepares the work package, which contains the
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content of the request package together with the raw sensory data, then CaaS
Manager sends the work package to Workspace Manager, who will extract the
work package and place the files in a workspace in the Process Runtime Engine.
Once the workspace is ready, Workspace Manager will execute the CaaS process
in Process Runtime Engine as an isolated Process Instance and establish a com-
munication channel between itself and the Process Instance to receive output.
Afterwards, the Workspace Manager will pass the output(s) to CaaS Manager
and CaaS Manager will pack the output(s) to a response package and relay it to
the corresponding component.

(a) CaaS process deployment.

(b) CaaS process distribution and migration.

Fig. 3: CaaS process workflows.

The process distribution
and process migration mech-
anisms share numerous com-
mon tasks. Therefore, we
use a single figure to explain
their activities.

Fig. 3b illustrates the
interaction between a MIF
server who received the ini-
tial CaaS request (denoted
by delegator) and another
MIF server (worker) who
has agreed to participate in
process distribution or pro-
cess migration.

The workflow starts with
the task of creating work
package. Here, a work pack-
age consists of the corre-
sponding raw sensory data
files, the context reason-
ing algorithm program code
and all the dependencies of
the program. In general, it
is possible to request the
worker to download the de-
pendencies via the Internet.
However, it will increase the
cost of the worker and it
may not reduce the overall
timespan because the delegator and worker are communicated locally either via
LAN or Wi-Fi Direct. Alternatively, based on the SDM of the worker, if the
worker has all the dependencies in the local modules of its Process Runtime
Engine, the work package does not need to include the dependencies.

The main difference between process distribution and process migration is
the receiver of the final output. Essentially, the objective of process distribution



is to co-working on a set of works. For example, the delegator needs to process
30 raw sensory data for CaaS, it may partition the workload to two parts with
15 raw sensory data per each part, then request a worker to handle one of the
work packages. Afterwards, the delegator will wait to receive the output from the
worker, then the delegator can pack the output from the worker together with the
output from its local processes to a single output package and send it back to the
CaaS requester. In contrast, if the objective is process migration, the delegator
may pack all the raw sensory data together with the CaaS request package as
one single work package and send it to the worker. When the worker receives
the work package as a process migration request (e.g. based on the RESTful
request parameter), it will immediately notify the delegator that it has received
the work package successfully and the delegator can notify the CaaS requester
that it has successfully migrated the CaaS process to another server. However, if
the delegator does not receive the acknowledgement from the worker in a period
of time, it will try to find another worker to handle the process migration. Once
the worker completes the work, it will directly send the output package to the
initial CaaS requester.

Note that in certain cases, the program and the related data can be privacy-
sensitive. Hence, the CaaS requester should clarify it in the request message in
order to prevent the MIF server distributing or migrating the program and the
data to other servers.

3 Mobile Indie Fog Resource-aware Process Assignment
Scheme

In this section, we describe the proposed Mobile Indie fog Resource-aware pro-
cess Assignment (MIRA) scheme for adaptive process distribution and process
migration in MFC environment.

A näıve approach to partition the workload may consider only the processing
performance among all the participants. For example, let P = {pi : 1 ≤ i ≤ N}
be a set of MIF servers and let compi be the computational performance of MIF
server—pi. Therefore, the workload shared by one of the MIF servers—px will
be |W |× compx∑

i∈|P |
compi

, where compx is the computational performance of px ∈ P

and W is the set of works.
However, in MFC environment, such an approach is infeasible because the

dynamic factors such as the network latency caused by signal interruption, the
runtime hardware resource usage including CPU load, RAM usage, read/write
storage status, the network bandwidth availability are influenced by the device
user’s activities. Therefore, we designed MIRA scheme based on the considera-
tion of the dynamic factors.

To proceed with MIRA scheme, the delegator needs to collect the following
information from—SDM of worker and the local record of CaaS processing.

The information from the workers SDM are:

– Compute-score of the worker based on a common measuring tool such as
GeekBench, which is a cross platform benchmark tool and its database



contains a broad range of benchmark results contributed by the society
(browser.geekbench.com). Note that MIRA scheme uses compute-score
based on the CPU usage. For example, if a device, which has compute-score
as 3000 and its current CPU usage is 20%, then MIRA scheme considers the
compute-score of the device as 3000− 3000× 20% = 2400.

– Average CPU and RAM usage in recent time (i.e. 1, 5 and 15 minutes).
– The CPU architecture (e.g. ARM, x86 etc.).

The delegator should have performed the context reasoning process for a
number of times locally and record the following values before it intends to per-
form process distribution. In contrast, if the delegator has never proceed with the
processes, it can only perform the näıve process distribution described previously.

– The timespan for processing one data object using the requester’s algorithm
with one CPU core.

– The total process timespan for N number of data objects using M number of
CPU core(s) in which N must be greater than M . Specifically, these records
will help MIRA to calculate the base variety value of the process timespan
varied by M number of CPU core(s).

With the base variety value (denoted by bvym, m is the number of cores, y is
the type of data), MIRA can measure the timespan of processing a data batch
that contains N number of data objects of a given type. In detail, bvym derives
from the following formula:

bvyd,m =
∆αy

d
1
n∆t

y
d,n,m

=
∆αy

d
×n

∆ty
d,n,m

where n is the number of data objects.

∆tyd,n,m is the timespan for delegator—d to process n number of data using
m number of CPU core.

∆αyd is the timespan for delegator—d to process one y type data object using
1 CPU core.

Example of using bvyd,m to measure the timespan for d to process a data batch
(D; denoted by ∆td,m(D)) is as follow:

∆td,m(D) =
∆αyd
bvyd,m

× |D| (1)

In order to measure the optimal partition of the workload for process distri-
bution or process migration, we need to measure the comparable timespan when
the worker is handling the work package. Specifically, ∆tωd,x denotes the dis-
tributed processing timespan when delegator—d relies on worker—x to handle
all the works. Note that MIRA scheme uses the maximum workload to measure
the timespan of each distributed processing. Below illustrates all the elements
involved in the measurement of ∆tωd,x:

∆tωd,x = ∆tpkωd,x +∆tpoωd,x +∆tnpkωx +∆tpcωx +∆tpkOx +∆tpoOx,r +∆tnpkOr (2)

where:

browser.geekbench.com


– ω is the work package. ω consists of three elements—dependency modules
used in the algorithm (mdl), algorithm program code (alg) and a set of raw
sensory data R, where R = {rsdk : 1 ≤ k ≤ N}.

– ∆tpkωd,x is the work package packing time. It consists of:

• ∆tpkmdl

d is the measured timespan to pack the modules.

• ∆tpkalg

d is the timespan to pack the algorithm program code.

• ∆tpkRd = ∆tpkrsdd × |R| is the timespan to pack |R| number of rsd ∈ R
where R is all the rsd in queue. Note that MIRA scheme analyses the
optimal assignment based on the measured latency and the comparable
computational performance score. For example, suppose a delegator has
compute score of 3000 and it can complete 20 works of a batch in 30
seconds. Further, the delegator found a worker that has compute score
of 7000. In order to measure the performance of the process distribution,
MIRA needs to use the same number of works (20 works) and also con-
sidering the other factors(i.e. packing, unpacking, network transmission
etc.) when 20 works will be distributed to the worker.

– ∆tpoωd,x is the timespan to post ω from d to x. It consist of the following
elements:
• ∆tpomdl

d,x = Mbmdl

cMbd,x
is the measured timespan to post mdl, where Mbmdl

is the size of mdl in Megabit and cMb is the network transmission speed
between d and x in Megabit. The transmission speed between d and x
is known when d requests SDM from x.

• ∆tpoalg

d,x =
Mbalg

cMbd,x
is the measured timespan to post alg, where Mbalg is

the size of alg in Megabit.
• ∆tpoRd,x = MbR

cMbd,x
is the measured timespan to post R, where MbR is the

size of R in Megabit.
– ∆tnpkωx is the timespan to unpack and deploy ω on the worker. It consists of

the following elements:

• ∆tnpkmdl
x =

∆t
npkmdl
d

%(d,x) is the measured timespan to deploy mdl. ∆tnpkmdl

d

is an known value since d has previous unpacked the modules when it
received the initial CaaS request.

• ∆tnpkalg
x =

∆t
npkalg
d

%(d,x) is the measured timespan to deploy alg. ∆t
npkalg

d

is an known value since d has previous unpacked the modules when it
received the initial CaaS request.

• ∆tnpkRx =
∆t

npkrsd
d

%(d,x) ×|R| is the measured timespan to deploy R. ∆tnpkrsdd

is a value obtained by performing and recording one packing and un-
packing an rsd on d. %(d, x) = csx

csd
is the computational performance

rate between the two nodes d and x, where csx is the compute score of
x and csd is the compute score of d.

– ∆tpcωx =
∆t

pcrsd
d

×|R|
%(d,x) is the measured timespan to process ω on x.

– ∆tpkOx =
∆tpko

d
×|O|

%(d,x) is the measured timespan to pack the process outputs,

where O = {ol : 1 ≤ l ≤ N} is a set of outputs. ∆tpkod is a value obtained by
performing and recording one packing and unpacking an o on d.



– ∆tpoOx,r = MbO
cMbx,r

is the measured timespan to post the outputs to receiver.

The receiver is unnecessary to be the delegator itself. In case of process
migration, the receiver could be the initial CaaS requester.

– ∆tnpkOr =
∆tnpko

d
×|O|

%(d,r) is the measured timespan for receiver to unpack the

output package, where %(d, r) = csr
csd

is the computational performance rate
of r and d based on their compute-score and current CPU usages.

Once we obtain the above values, we can calculate the non-normalised score
of a participant—z (including the delegator):

νz(ω) = 1−
∆tωd,z∑
i∈|Ω|∆t

ω
d,i

(3)

where Ω = {ωi : 1 ≤ i ≤ N} denotes N number of work packages created for
participants. Note that in here, if the z is the delegator, its ∆tωd,z does not involve
the latencies described in previous formulations.

The normalised score of a participant—z will be:

nνz(ω) =
νz(ω)∑
i∈|Ω| νi(ω)

(4)

and the workload shared by the participant—z will be:

sh(R, z) = ‖nνz ×#R‖ (5)

4 Evaluation

The goal of the evaluation is to test the performance of the proposed framework
and the MIRA scheme. We have implemented the proposed framework in real
devices. The configuration of the testing environment is described as below:

We implemented the MIF server on three mobile devices:

– Asus Zenfone 3, as the delegator node, which has 8 × 2 GHz CPU, 3 GB
RAM, operated by Android 7.

– Nokia 8, as a worker, which has 4 x 2.5 GHz CPU and 4 × 1.8 GHz CPU,
4GB RAM, operated by Android 8.

– Asus Zenpad 3S, as a worker, which has 2 x 2.1 GHz + 4 × 1.7 GHz CPU,
4GB RAM, operated by Android 7.

The MIF server and its Process Runtime Engine were built on top of Termux
and the current prototype supports NodeJS-based process instance. We consider
to include the other types of instances as future work.

Here, we assume the CaaS requester intends to interpret context information
from image-based sensory data.

The raw sensory data used for the testing was a number of full colour
1453×2560 pixel JPEG images files with 1.8 Megabyte in file size. The con-
text reasoning program was mainly processing the image files and generate fixed
size output data files.



4.1 Solo Process Performance

In order to demonstrate the factors influenced by the available computational
resources, we firstly tested the CaaS process on the delegator device solely.
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Fig. 4: Solo CaaS process performance.

Fig. 4 illustrates the performance test results by the delegator device solely.
The X-axis denotes the number of raw sensory data objects involved in the pro-
cess and the Y-axis denotes the average processing timespan in millisecond. As
the results show, when the device is capable of using 2 cores, the process times-
pan can be greatly reduced comparing to single core-based processing. Further,
3 and 4 core-based processes could also improve the performance but not as
explicitly as the comparison between single core and dual core. When we assign
the process with more cores, the performance was unable to improve much, it
is because the device itself has been using significant processor resources for the
operating systems activities. Note that, although we have successfully performed
the testing on 8 cores, the operating system was unable to maintain the CPU
resource for the other background applications, and hence, the HTTP server of
MIF has been forced to terminate.

4.2 Distributed Processing

Fig. 5 shows the results of the performance testing among 8 cases. To enumer-
ate, the first 4 cases are solo processing using different number of CPU on the
delegator device (denoted by Solo 1 core, Solo 2 core, Solo 3 core and Solo 4
core); the next 2 cases are equal process distribution with 1 MIF worker (Nokia
8) while the delegator was using single core (1c 1w equal) or dual CPU cores (2c
1w equal); the last 2 cases illustrate the results in which the process distribution
have applied the proposed MIRA scheme (1c 1w adaptive and 2c 1w adaptive).

As expected, when the number of raw sensory data in the batch is small
(i.e. 6 works), the process distribution did not provide much improvement to the
overall speed. Explicitly, packing and unpacking the work packages have caused
significant overhead. Moreover, when the delegator is capable of allocating more
CPU cores to the process, it can outperform the distributed processes. On the
other hand, allocating more cores on CaaS processes also means that the device



is reducing the resources allocated from the other applications, which could affect
the device users regular activities.
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Fig. 5: Performance comparison among cases of multi-core processing, equal pro-
cess distribution and adaptive process distribution with one MIF worker.

As the results are shown, utilising distributed processing with the MIF worker,
if the workload was equally distributed among the delegator and worker, the
performance is similar to the performance of dual core solely processing on the
delegator when the number of works were over 12. Further, if the system applied
the proposed MIRA scheme, the speed can be further improved. Specifically, as
the results are shown when there were 30 works, applying MIRA scheme can al-
most achieve the similar speed as the cases of solely processing using 3 cores on
the delegator, which indicates that the delegator can save 2 cores CPU resource
usage by utilising MIRA-based distributed processing.

Note that the results of case (2c 1w equal) and case (2c 1w adaptive) were
very similar because the analysis result from MIRA was similar to equal parti-
tioning.
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Fig. 6: Performance comparison among solo, single worker-based and two
workers-based process distribution.

As Fig. 6 shows, when the workload is small (e.g. 6 works), process distribu-
tion is unable to improve the overall processing speed, especially if the delegator
was capable of allocating two or more cores for the processes. On the other hand,
when the amount of works in the batch is large (e.g. 30 works), distributing the



works to two workers can significantly improve the overall speed. Further, when
the system applied MIRA scheme, the system can further improve the speed.
However, similar to the previous testing results, the improvement granted by
MIRA is not clear when the workload is small (i.e. 6 or 12 works) because the
work distribution analysis results from MIRA were the same as equal distribu-
tion.

4.3 Process Migration Performance

Fig. 7 shows three cases of migration. Migrate all the processes with the rest of
unprocessed raw sensory data to one single worker (Nokia 8). The 2nd case is
equally partition the number of unprocessed raw sensory data into each migra-
tion package then migrate the processes to two workers (Nokia 8 and Zenpad 3).
The 3rd case was also migrate processes to the two workers but with the pro-
posed MIRA scheme to decide how to distributed the works in each migration
package.
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Fig. 7: Process migration performance.

As the result shows, utilising MIRA scheme can also improve the overall
speed (around 11% to 15%) when the works need to be migrated to multiple
nodes.

4.4 Discussion

Overall, the evaluation results show that process distribution does not improve
much performance in MFC environment when the data batch size is small be-
cause there was much overhead involved. However, the results also show that
the performance of MIRA-enabled process distribution with one worker is al-
most equivalent to the performance of utilising 2 to 4 CPU cores on the delega-
tor (depending on the worker’s processing power), which indicates the resource
conservation the proposed framework can provide. Further, one may argue that
since the processing timespan was quite long, why not simply retrieve the raw
sensory data from the mobile server then process the data in the cloud? The
answer highly depends on the mobile Internet availability and the cost in the
countries. Consider that if the mobile server receives a number of requests that
involve 100 MB sensory data per each request, it can be very costly for the mo-
bile server and hence, it may discourage the device owner to provide the service.



Definitely, the results of the experiments have raised a new research direction
in proposing an adaptive process distribution and migration in a cross-layered
cloud-fog-edge environment.

5 Related Works

The framework proposed in this paper involves two research fields—mobile sens-
ing services and mobile ad hoc distributed computing. Hence, in this section,
we review a number of related works and justify the differences between the
proposed framework and the related works.
Mobile Sensing—In last decade, researchers have proposed numerous mobile
sensing approaches. To enumerate, effSense [21] introduced cost-efficient mo-
bile crowd sensing solution which lets mobile devices collaboratively route the
collected sensory data among the participative nodes towards reducing the mo-
bile Internet transmission costs; COROMM [18] is a context-aware cost-efficient
real-time mobile crowdsensing framework that can dynamically adjust the data
collection process in order to reduce the bandwidth and energy consumption
from mobile devices. Further, there exist a number of related approaches in mo-
bile phone sensing [13,1,9,15], where, the mobile sensing data is uploaded to a
central repository. Different to these works, Sarma et al. [16] proposed a multi-
layer architecture for mobile sensing in which the devices can form an edge group
in proximity and utilise the resource richer broker peers to communicate with
other groups and the global repository. Hence, remote clients can either commu-
nicate with the edge broker or the global central server to retrieve the sensory
data.

The major difference between the proposed framework in this paper and the
past related works is that the proposed framework supports CaaS directly from
the mobile devices. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first framework
proposed for providing CaaS from mobile devices based on extending Indie Fog
architecture.
Mobile Ad Hoc Distributed Computing—Hyrax [12] is a framework that
aims to apply MapReduce to the grid computing environment formed by a group
of mobile devices. The result of Hyrax shows that the approach is too heavy-
weight. Honeybee [10] is a framework that aims the same purpose as Hyrax.
However, instead of utilising the heavyweight MapReduce, Honeybee applied
the active work stealing scheme in which participants in mobile grid computing
environment will actively be taking the work (e.g. processing image files) from
the other nodes who have more works.

The extension of Honeybee results in [11] as mobile crowd computing using
work stealing model. The idea is each worker will take one work from the delega-
tor. The connected 2nd tier node of the worker will influence the 1st tier worker
taking how many works from the delegator. For example, if a 1st tier worker has
a 2nd tier worker, then the 1st tier worker will ‘steal’ two works from the delega-
tor. One for itself and one for its connected 2nd tier worker. The extension of [11]
proposed by Soo et al. [19] using proactive resource-aware work-stealing scheme,



which optimise the number of works stolen by workers based on the workers’
current computational and networking states. The work in [19] was proposed for
fog computing environment with static Fog nodes and mobile delegator.

The proposed framework in this paper is different to all the above works.
First, the collaboration does not assume the workers are stationary like in [19].
Second, we do not assume workers are stably connected like in Hyrax. Third,
we do not assume workers already have the same program code installed for
processing the data like the assumption made in Honeybee and Mobile Crowd
Computing [11]. Therefore, our work requires a different strategy which has not
been addressed by the past related works.

6 Conclusion

This paper proposed a framework for providing Context-as-a-Service (CaaS)
from mobile-embedded servers based on extending the service-oriented Indie Fog
architecture. Further, in order to effectively achieve the distributed computing
mechanism of Indie Fog in mobile ad hoc environment, we proposed MIRA
scheme, which can optimise the work partitions based on resource-aware dynamic
factors in mobile environments. Finally, we have implemented the prototype of
mobile Indie Fog on real world devices and used the prototype to validate the
proposed MIRA scheme. Overall, MIRA scheme has proved that it can improve
the overall performance of the distributed processes.

In the future, we plan to extend the proposed framework with the following
mechanisms.

1. Blockchain-based incentive model. In order to encourage the MIF providers
to contribute more computational resources, a distributed incentive model
will be used to credit the contributors of MIF.

2. We also plan to extend and to validate the MIRA scheme in a more com-
plex environment which consists of heterogeneous Fog nodes (e.g. industrial
integrated routers, single-board computers, fan-less low power PCs) and geo-
distributed cloud servers.
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